
 

 

 
 
Dear Dr. Makarieva: 
 
You recently received a final decision on Manuscript #2010GL043834R.  The Editors  
and Publications Committee would appreciate your taking the time to complete  
this survey regarding your experience with the review process for this article.  
 Your comments will help us to improve AGU journals and service to authors.   
We want to know your opinions whether or not your article will be published by  
AGU.  If your article has been accepted for publication, you will be sent a short  
questionnaire about the production process later.  Please complete this survey  
as soon as possible, as it is important to have your thoughts while they are  
fresh. 
 
If you have completed a GEMS review survey for another paper in the last few  
months and your evaluation of the experience has not changed, please disregard  
this request.  If your experience for this paper was better or worse than the  
previous one, please complete this survey. 
 
 
Unless you request otherwise, your comments will not be attributed to you 
individually. 
 
1.  Was your article 
____ accepted  
____ rejected 
____ withdrawn 
 
2.   Please rank the following aspects for your recent Geophysical Research Letters  
article and for your most recent submission to a non-AGU journal.  If you have  
not published in non-AGU journal, please complete the rankings for Geophysical  
Research Letters only. 
 
Have you published in a non-AGU journal?    ____ Yes     ____ No 
 
Title of non-AGU journal you are comparing:  
 
Using the following rankings, please enter the number that most closely matches  
your opinion. Feel free to add any comments, but do provide your numeric score  
for comparison with other authors' rankings. 
 
Rankings:  5 = excellent; 4 = good; 3 = neutral; 2 = somewhat displeased; 1 =  
very displeased. 
 
Ease of the submission process: 
____ AGU Journal  
____ Non-AGU Journal  
Contact with editor's office: 
____ AGU Journal  
____ Non-AGU Journal  



 

 

Speed of review process: 
____ AGU Journal  
____ Non-AGU Journal  
Reviewers were knowledgeable about the area of my paper: 
____ AGU Journal  
____ Non-AGU Journal  
Reviewers provided useful, constructive criticism: 
____ AGU Journal  
____ Non-AGU Journal  
Clarity of instructions: 
____AGU Journal 
____ Non-AGU Journal  
 
3.  What did you like best about the online submission system (GEMS)? 
 
 
4.  What did you find most difficult about GEMS? 
 
 
5.   Do you expect to submit other papers to Geophysical Research Letters? 
____Yes ____ No 
 
 
6.  Considering the entire review process, what do you think is the most important  
improvement that AGU could make for this journal? 
 
 
Thank you for your time.  Your opinion is important to us. 
AGU's Publications Committee and Editors 
 
 
 


